Windows Firmware for DDJ-RZ – CHANGE HISTORY

Ver.1.10 (19 September, 2017 Update)
[FIXED]
✓ Needle Search did not work on rare occasions.
✓ Demo mode/auto standby function worked incorrectly with firmware 1.08 and 1.09.

Ver.1.09 (20 June, 2017 Update)
[FIXED]
✓ The MASTER OUT COLOR FX resonance was greater than individual channel CFX.

Ver.1.08 (14 March, 2017 Update)
[IMPROVED]
✓ Accuracy of the tempo slider.

Ver.1.07 (1 July, 2016 Update)
[NEW]
✓ RELEASE FX illumination
✓ SEQUENCE CALL MODE
✓ ACTIVE CENSOR MODE

Ver.1.06 (13 October, 2015 Update)
✓ Add a new function (track load with pressing [rotary selector]). For the details to change the settings, please refer to the Hardware diagram for rekordbox DJ.
✓ Fixed an issue where a freeze might occur when browsing with rotary selector.